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ThTRODUCT ION 

It is the purpose of this paper to make a study of the equation 

(1) w" + z"w = O. 

In view of the fact that it is rather simply related to Bessel's 

Equation, this thesis villi be in part a direct study of (i) and in part 

a study of (i) through the relation to Bessel's Equation. 

The first part of this the. s is devoted to the solutions of that 

equation when w is a function of the complex variable z. This will in- 

dude a discussion of the existence and character of the solutions for 

any n and the derivations of the solutions, when n equals a positive 

integer, by means of power series and asymptotic series. The radius of 

convergence of the power series villi also be discussed. 

After that, it seems necessary to limit ourselves to a study of (i) 

when n is equal to two and z is replaced by the real variable x. With 

these changes made, thc independent solutions of (i) are then studied. 

That will include the formulas for, and the calculations of, the solu- 

tions from x = O to x = lO at intervals of two tenths, and the formulas 

for the roots of the two independent soiutions of 

(25) yt' + 
xy = O. 

These latter equations are based on the asymptotic solutions derived 

earlier in the paper. 

The results of the study of (25) to that point are then presented 

graphically in the .succeeding section. 

The remainder of the thesis is then occupied by the derivation of 

the orthogonality relations for CL(kx) and for S(kmX) and viith their 

applications to the theoretical representation of a function of x in a 

series of CL(kx) or of SL(kx) terms. 



THE EXISTENCE AND A.NALIC CHARACTER OF TI SOLUTION OF 

(i) W" + O. 

it is proved elsevrhere that if w is a function of the complex vari- 

able z and if p and p are analytic functions of z at a 

(2) w" = P, w + u w 
2. 

admits an analytic solution 

(3) vi = + b (z-a) + b,(z-ar ....... 
which together with its first derivative is uniquely determined by the 

conditions that w and w' shall have the assigned vlues 

w = A, w' = B at z = a. 

Furthermore. this solrtion is valid within a circle about a extending 

to the nearest singular point of p or of p 

Since in equation (i) p = O and p= -z', it is clear that for all 

positive values of nir-will have no singular points in the finite plane; 

but that for n equal to a negative number, z = O is the one and only 

finite point where -z" is non-analytic. 

Another theorem given and proved by Perpont, states that if (3) 

is a solution of (2), all of its analytical continuations are also sol- 

iti;ions of (2). 

Upon the basis of those theorems we may conclude that: 

(a) If n is positive, (i) has a solution (3) which is analyt- 

ic throughout the finite plane. 

(1)) If n is negative, (i) has a solution (33 which is analytic 

in any finite region not including the point z = O. 

The question of the singlevaluedness of the solutions (3) will be 

discussed after the relations to Bessel's Equations have been derived. 



TI SOLUTION OF (i) BY LIEANZ OF A PO'ER SERIES IF N IS A POSITIVE INTEGER 

If n were negative we would have to keep a imequal to zero. This 

would lead to much difficulty in the determination of the coefficients in 

the power series. For that reason, it seems more practical to consider 

only the case in which n is positive, leaving the other cases merely 

mentioned as far as the actual power series are concerned. 

Let us assume that 

(4) w a + a, z + az+ 

Pw'ting this value of w into (1) we have 

2a2+ 2. a3z + 3.4 azL+ 

+ [ao+ (n + l)(n + 2) + ,+ (n + 2)(n +3) a5z' 

+.. .............. + [a+ (n + m + i)(n + m + 2) O. 

In order that this identity be true, the coefficients of the like 

powers of z must be equal to zero. Then it is clear that 

a, a5 ............ a , all = O; 

that a0+ (n+l)(n+2) a= O, 
and that a+ (n+2)(n+3) o. 

Therefore a = - i a fi-I ______________________ o 

nl)(n+2) 

and a - i a,. 
Çn+2)(n+3) 

Since a,, contains a as a factor, it is equal to zero. For similar 

reasons, the other a's up to gall vanish. 

and 

From the fact that 

a+(2n +3)(2n + 4) a4= C 

a + (2n i-4)(2n + a = O, .',-, 

're conclude that 
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a i a0, 
Çn+i).......Ç2n+4) 

and a. 
ç 

(n+2).......(2n+5) 

continuing that reasoning, we observe that the general coefficients are 

= (- i )I"__________________________________ , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . (im+2m) 

and (-ir i a, 

(n+2) . . . . . . . . . . . (i,2ui) 

Putting these coefficients into (4) we have the following solution 

of (i) by means of a power series if n equals a positive ntnnber: 

1-. )L a..44 
( 5) w - i - i z + 3. z ........ 

L (n.i)(n+2) (n+l).....(2n +4) rP%4-3 2,'.ç 
+ a, iz - i z + i z...... . 

L (n+2)(n+3) Çn+2)( )....12n+5) 

Since (5) is holoinorphic for all finite values of z, it has an in- 

finite radius of convergence. 



TRE RELATION BE1EEN (i) AND BESSEL'S EQUATION 

A. Derivation of the relation 

We may rewrite (i) as 

/ 

(6) d(w) + zwO 
dz 

If we chanCe the independent variable by a relation s = f(z), we 

find after suitable rearraneinents that 

/ \ 
2.. Z i. 

7) ¡ds dw + ds dw + zw = O. 

dzI dsL dzz ds 

If in (7) we now set 

(8) s=2 z2' 
n+2 

it becomes 

(9) sw" + n w' + SW = O. 

n+2 

We can then make the substitution 

(io) w = s'v 

and (9) becones 

(li) sZv + SV' + (S - ]. )v = O 

This is Bessel's Equation. 

Using (8) and (io) and the solutions of Bessel's Equation we see 

that 

% r- ±3- 

(12) w = z1 LAJ! ( 2 z ) + BJ, ( 2 z) 
,+t 

is the completesoiutiori of (1) if n is an integer other than -1, -2, or 

-3. Bx if n is such that 1/(n+2) is integral, the complete solution 

of (i) is 

(13) WZkAJ(2z) 41 

+BK( 2 z) 
n+2 'rut 

A case of particular interest later in this study is that in which 



n 2. If that be true, 

(14) w -z[1&i2) + BJ1(ZL/2)] 

Following Is a short table of corresponding values for m and n 

based on the fact that 

m=+ i 

Table I: 

n m n m 

o 

. 

o 

. 

1/2 

. 

5 +1/7 

. 

1/4 

. 

4/9 

4 1/6 1/3 3/7 

3 i/s 1/2 2/5 

1/4 0 1/2 

1/3 -1/2 2/3 

c -1/3 3/5 

-1 1 -i/k 4/7 

-2 1/2 -1/5 5/9 

-3 1 -1/6 

-4 1/2 . 

-5 1/3 

. . 

e . 

o 

s 

o 

e 

-1/2 
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B. Ti-io solution of (i) when n -2 

If n = -2, (1) becomes 

(15) z'"w" + w O. 

This type of equation is readily solved by assuming that 

VI - 

and putting that value back into (15). That gives 

m(ir-l) z" + z'= O 

-In + 1 = O, 

from which we find that in 1/2 +(/2).i, and m= 1/2- 1 1/2. 

Therefore 

or 

I;. 

w zt(C zl 1 

w = z[C3cos(i log z) + Csin(log z)]. 

This solution is multiple-valued every where and non-analytic at 

the origin due to the presence cf iog z. 

C. The sin].e-va1uodness of the solutions of equation (i) 

If we put the power series for 

i(;:z!!) and for ;Ì(I:L:?) into (12) and (13), we can tell 

something about the values of n for which the solutions of (i) aro sin- 

gle-valued. 

After some simplification o theseries we find that 
nl- L 

:- 

- 

±' i 

*h+L I - 
h+3 

çiL) ) - i 

Tr) 
(:) 

-. 
\\Y.--2 - -I- 

'3 ç»--i) 



and that 
±- (fltL) 

( 
1± ) - - 

) 
_+-) _______ - b * 

I-' .j-- (J 
Equation (12) now is 

'r' 1 () ( î 
-4- 

2 () 
1- 

1Z2 
+ __ -T / j 

as the powers of z in (17) remain integral, w will be a 

single-valued function of z. From 17) we observe +hat the juestion is 

whether (n+2), and hence n, is fractional or integral, reeiaberin that 

1/(n2) raust be a fraction or (17) is not the coiplete solution of (i). 

Vie can conclude, then, that if n is any inteor other than -1, -2, 

or -3, (i) will have a conplete solution (16) which is single-valued 

and analytic in the regions designated in section II, for positive and 

for negative n's. 

The cases in which n = -1, or -3, cone under (13) and consequently 

give ultiole-valuod solutions of (i). 

The statements ths far do not preclude the possibility that (i) 

may have particular solutions which are single-valued. From (16) we 

learn that 

(la) = A z- 

is single-valued for n equal to any integer or zero. However, this on- 



ly adds single-valued solutions when n = -1 or -3. 

D. The solution for (i) when n = -4 

This particular case is studied individually because it is readily 

solved. 

Equation (i) now becomes 

(la) w" + zw = O. 

If we sot z = i/s, (la) becomes 

(lb) dw + 2 dw + w = O, 
ds2 s ds 

which has as a solution 

w = A sins + Bcos s 

s 

Substituting back the value s = l/z, we find as the solution of (la) 

w = Az sin hz + Bz coz l/z. 



Ti SOLTJTIOH 0F (i) BY MEJNS OF AN ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 

Since the power series for w would be very impractical to use with 

verj large values of z and since for such values a reasonable degree of 

accuracy ay be had from the asynrntotic series, it is profitable to re- 

present w by such a series. 

In order to do this, we wish to express (i) in a form that will corne 

as close as possible to the form 

w" i w = O, 

which has a solution 

vr A cos z + B sin z. 

Ve can then assmie asymptotic series for each of A and B; and as soon as 

the coefficients of these series are determined, we will have expressed 

w as an asymptotic series. 

Let us start with the equation 

( li) s2v" + sv' + ['_ i 
] 

y = o. 

If in this equation w put 

V A(s).q(s), 

we get 

(19) q" 4(2A* + l q' + " + A' + 1 i 'q = o. 

. \X ;j is (;)ij 

Tiø want the q' term to be missing so we set 

Consequently, 

2A' + 1=0. 
A -ir 

A = J. 

s 

and (19) now becowes 

(20) q" + (1 -4mt1 q . O, 
. 4sL / 



in which we have set m = i 
n+2. 

For very larCe values of s, this equation beconies approximately the 

same as 

q" + q = O. 

Now let us assume that 

(21) q = A cos s + B sn s, 

whore A = a+,++ . ., andB =b+b, --b+ . 
s s SL 

If we let k = 41aZ_i and put the above values of q into (20) we have 

(22) (At' +2B' -i) + (B" - 2A' _ìci)sin s = o, 

from which after putting in the series for A and B, we get 

2a, + 2.3aL + 3.4a3+ ........... 
s 

I. - 2b - 2.2b - 2.3b 

s' 

- ka - ka, - ka._ - ............ = O, 
S'- S 

and + 2.3b, + 3.4b ........... 
Sc 

II. +2a, + 2.2a+2.3,. ........ 

- kb. - k, - kb, ........... = o. 

s s3 s4 

As previously noted, if these ecualities are to be true, the coef- 

ficients of corresponding po...rers of s must equal zero. 

Then from I: arid from Iii 

-2b, - ka= O; 2a,- kb, =0; 

so b, = - k a: so a, = k b. 

2 2 

2a1 - 2. 2b -ka1 = O; 2b1 + 2. 2a -kb, = O; 



so bg= k(2-k) b0 

2 

Continuing in that manner .re find that 

so az= k(2-k) a0. 

2 

. 

= k(2-k)(2.3-k)... ........... (n-1) - .(a0 or b. 
2 nl 

It is multiplied by a0 when n is even and by b0 when n is odd. The n 

here is not the n of (1)3 but is the nuniber of the term corresponding to 

the subscript in a The k is the only part involving the n of (i). 

Similarly, 

= k(2_i-).......... [n(n-i) -IçJ (b0 or a). 
2h ri* 

where b0 is the multiplier when n is even nd a0 is used when n is odd. 

The above statements regarding n also apply here. 

The signs go in pairs as 

+ + -- + + - - + + - _.... ......... 
If we put these coefficients into (21) we see that 

(23) q(s) = a, ces(s)- k sins + k(2-k) cos s + k(2-k)(2.3-k) sin s.. 

2s 2.2i- 2. 3! s' 
+ b sin s + k cos s + k(2-k) sin s-..... 

s 2 2 Z 

Using the relation between w and q, w find that the solution of (1) 

as given by an asymptotió series is 

( 24) w = &i?;-.[ao(cos s - i sins ........... ) b0 (sin s +kco s...j 

This equation can be put into terms of w and z by means of (8), but 

this is impractical until n has a specific value. 



TI SPECIAL CASE IN ''THIC}I N EQUALS TO 2D Z IS REAL 

In order to have something definite to study and to keep the dis- 

cussion within the scooe of this thesis, we have devoted the principal 

part of the remainder of this paper to equation (i) with n equal to two 

and. z a real variable,x. Ve have then 

(25) r" + xy = O. 

Froir (5) the solution of (25) by means of a power series is 

(26) y a{]. -x + + a, - x + 

.........J 3.4 3.4.7.8 5 4.5.8.9 

"re have chosen to call the series coefficient of a9 CL(x) and the other 

series SL(x) because they have certain features of the cosine and sine se 

series respectively. The subscript denotes the value of n in (i). Then 

y = a0 CL(x) + a, S,x). 

$_. The Numerical Values of CL(x) and S(x). 

It is coniparatively convenient to calculate C(x) and S(x) for smiall 

x's but beyond x = 3 the work becones excessively laborious and the 

asymptotic series becones sufficiently accurate for most purposes; se ti 

is advisable to use the powe' series ou to x equals three and then the 

asymptotic series beyond that point. 

From the Exiteiice Theorem given in Section II, we may deduce the fact 

that one and. only one solution of (25) passes through x equals three tiith 

the values 

y = c(3) and y' = c(3) 

as given by (26) or as computed from the relations to Bessel'sFunctions. 

That is, by an appropriate determination of the arhirary constants o 

can imiquely join the power series for C(x) and its asymptotic series 

together at x = 3. The asymptotic series vrill then imiquely represent 

Ç2(x) beyond x equals three. 
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It is then obvious that the sane cari be done for S(x). 

At this point we will again capitalize upon the reliability of the 

J(s) functions. When n is equal to two, a solution of (25) is 

(27) y = A-1J( f) + B11 J1( X'). 

considering these Bessel's Functions singly, we find that 

J_ ( 
i 

i { (. (y)) 
j1 2 T / 

and. that 

J () ] 

Therefore 

and 

(28) 
r 1) ( 

____ I 

9 

(29) 
TR) 3(Ç). 

Fornulas (28) and (29) give 

(30) c(4) = .124783, s(4) .624593. 

These will be used later in checking the accuracy of our fornulas. 

In asynptotic form 

),-., 
2 _____ jo ()z)x J-LL 

'..' =-o 
q 

r(m) i 

. 

(-I) 
r(--) J 

'4"+a- 
I 

u 

and 

T r -:r) . 2F-r _ E(zr 1:) C)jJ 
' . 

wo (?r.1)! 

-- 3. r() 
g4ii+2.. I. T L_ 

J yv'-.o 

For very large values of x we may consider that 

(:"i 1IL) -\---- .2 Icsrce!:::+ 31r 
2 S 

and that 
íco . 

(3z 

for purposes of comparison. 
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Froi (8) and the fact that k = 4rn-1, we see that for n = 2, S = x 
4 2 

and k - 3/16. Putting these values into (24) and replacing w by y, 

z by x, we obtain the asynptotic formulL for y. In exact forn., it is 

(33) 
Øt. 

) + L 
L 

2- ,_ ,r_t 

2- 

For convenience in later coiatutation it is desirable to chance the coef- 

ficients in these series to decilni3.ls. '.ie then have 

(34) (X) L(os 
.xz_ .ZoO7- 

(G- 

- -- 
- ) 

±k f -. Igoo 
). - z - 

As with J( xt), it is evident that for very large values of x 

2 +- (35) 

Since both C(x) and S(x) are solutions of (25), equation (28) ex- 

presses each of these solutions asymptotically if the arbitrary constants 

a0 and 1,, are properly chosen in each instance. For that purpose we 'íi11 

use (28), (29), (31) (32), and (35). 

Let us call the asymptotic series for Ç(x), y(x) and that for S(x) 

(x). For and properly chosen 

(35) must = 

which by (28) and (31) will equal 
-- E(i) (ao?T: -o 1- :: s' 

'\ z :- 

Therefore 
_&_( cos 4-ID v1:: -r() I 

-ri-- 

R o 
2-J -: ____ 

c_os '- Lj 
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In order that this identity be satisfied, it is necessary that 

I(-) 
- ________ 

and that 

- 
_rc) 

- 

Therefore ( for Ç(x)), 

a4 = .75959506 and b = .31463406. 

Then, from (33) or (34) we can get the asymptotic expression for C(x). 

In a similar maimer we find that for 

a: = ______ 

and that 

b,,' i- '-"; 
1? z 

so as above we may obtain (x) from either (33) or (34). 

If we let the quantity 

a o - ' - - - - - r- A .1 

and similarly, 

n _ i'nr;oo z- _____ - aos = 13, 
:2- 

vie can get the following condensed expression for y (x) and 
'-Q- 

(36) u Lx) - .9O2lIA + .7'4l(T 

and (37) 

() + 
.___ 

13 

By these formulas 

= .124791 

and 
= 

.624601. 

These differ from the values given ir. '30) by .000008 in both instances. 

Upon this bsis, we would seem justified in as,stmiing that the asymptotic 

formulas are correct to at least four places of decimals. 
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Th follow-inC table of the va1ue of C2(x) and sjx) for x = O 

to z = 10 was coripute4 from the series (25) out o x = 3 and then by mean 

means of (36) and (37) from that point on. 

Table II: 

X C(x) S(x) x C,(x) Six) 

o 1.00000 .00000 5.2 .36115 .J_735 

.2 .99987 .19998 5.4 -.01838 .42003 

.4 .99787 .39949 5.6 -.38648 -.21441 

.6 .98923 .59612 5.8 -.30659 -.59847 

.8 .96612 .78371 6.0 .12681 -.26320 

1.0 .91814 .95069 6.2 .39129 +.38019 

1.2 .83350 1.07912 6.4 .12602 .46124 

1.4 .70120 1.14509 6.6 -.28212 -.07979 

i.c .51469 1.12148 6.8 -.26817 -.52583 

1.8 .27670 .98405 7.0 .16715 -.11584 

2.0 .00439 .72115 7.2 .Z2388 .48251 

2.2 -.26714 .34593 7.4. -.08551 .23155 

2.4 -.48625 -.09287 7.6 -.32863 -.4218]. 

2.6 -.59427 -.50787 7.8 .05275 -.26265 

2.8 -.54481 -.78603 8.0 .33955 .42292 

3.0 -.32978 -.82264 8.2 -.07473 .22701 

3.2 -.00168 -.57253 8.4 -.28984 -.40073 

3.4 *.27562 -.12764 8.6 .14651 -.15649 

3.6 .50343 .41426 8.8 .23831 .43553 

3.8 .44296 .75548 9.0 -.21203 -O2101 

4.0 .12479 .62460 9.2 -.13837 -.40932 
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x C(x) 3(x) x C(x) 

4.2 -.25439 .15575 9.4 .28974 .23739 

4.4 -.4607 -.41083 9.6 -.03707 .27759 

4.6 -.33200 -.67324 9.8 -.27184 -.43912 

4.8 .05496 -.40525 10.0 .24424 .05718 

5.0 .39041 .20271 

As previously pointed out and as will be more fully demonstrated later 

these values may be expected to be correct to at least four places of doc- 

iiials. 

B. The roots of C(x) and S(x). 

1. Theorems on the number and distr.bution of the roots of C(x) 

and S(x). 

Theorem 1. The solutions C(x) and S(x) each have an infin- 

ite niber of roots. 

In the proof of this statement, let us consider the two eouations 

(a) C" + XLC = O 

z. 

(b) 
;' 
+ky=O 

whore k is any constant. A solution of (b) i 

(c) 
; 

= A sin k(x-d) 

in which d wy be assi:ned any value. Since (c) has a root wherever 

x = d, we can put a root of that equation at any preassigned point on 

the axis of x. By the Existence Theorem which we have been using, (a) 

has a root. Both equations now have a root at z = d. 
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If we multiply (a) by , (b) by c and subtract (b)'from (a)' we 

get 

(d) C' -c,y" + (x-kt) y1 C= O. 

ut y - y1" = d ( y C - .r' . 

therefore when we integrate (d) over any 1iiitc a to b, we have 

6 (6 

( (e) 

L 

Equation (b) will have its next root when 

that is, when 

sin k(x-p) = O again; 

k(x-p) - -Tr. 

:-rence, ,c p + /k at the next root after x = p. Now let a = p and 

b = p +71c, and(e) becomes 
ç 

{ 
( )J 

K f( e = o 

In vie-:r of the fact that y vanishes at both limits and C is zero 

when x = p, we inaj transpose the integral in (f) and obtain 

cv (' f(k) 
From (c), 

y,' Ak cos k(x-p); 

sothat x=p+. '/k, y' =-Ak. 

Then the left side of (g) has a sign which is opposite to that of C(x). 

Since k is any constant it cn be taken equal to p. Then between 

irA. X = p and X = p + i 

2 a X >k; so (x - k) is ositive. The sine is positive 

as the angle goes from O to -w ; thereforc is positive in the interval 

;) X = p and x = p + '/k. Then the sign of the right-hand side 
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o:r (g) is the saine as the sign of Ç(x) But we would then have a pos- 

itive quantity equal to a negat.ve :juantity unless c,(x) crosses the x- 

axis in the given interval. Ve can then say that at least one root of 

C(x) lies in that interval. 

Let us call this second root of C,(x p'. It is evident that 're 

could no. start with p' as we did with p and prove the existeice of at 

least one root of C(x) between p' and p' + v/k'. 5ince there is no 

limit to the ntn'er of times that this process might be repeated, theor- 

etically, Ç(x) has an infinite nwnber of roots. 

A very similar argunent ûbviously applies to Sjx) since none of the 

special properties of C(x) have been eniployed in the above proof. There 

fore the theorem is true as stated. 

Theorem 2. Beti.ieen two consecxbive roots of C(x) lies one and 

Only one root of SL(x); and conversely. 

Usine the Wronskian determinant for C(x) and S2(x) we see that 

Ca S, 
= k. 

CI S 
- z 

Then 

C . S, - S C' = k. 
L 

Let a and b be two consecutive roots of C(x). Then at a 

k = - C: 

and at b 

k = - C' .8 
2. 2 

But in order that the continuous curve, C(x), cross the axis at a and 

at b, C, must chance signs at least once between those points. But 

'from equation (z) in the proof of Theorem 1, rie see that 
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C" = -x2C 

hence C" does not change sign betvreen consecutive roots of C. Then 

there is one and only one rnaximt or xaininìmi of Cbetween a and b. We 

may then conclude that C' changs signs once and only once betreen a 

and b. Vie may then conclude since 

k = - C' S L 

at both a and b, that S must have changed signs once and only once in 

that interval. ence the first part of the theorem is proved. 

It is obvious that the converse follows from the seine argument. 

2. The formular for the roots of C() and S(x). 
The following develominent is a parallel of Stokes' Method of cal- 

culating the zeros of Jjs). 
If in the asymptotic formula (38) we let 

we see that 

bb= C sin z 

a= C coz z, 

(M' u (x) . 2T 
c[(i _ ____ 'ZoO'1' co, 

+(.I12 7 - 
i973 

If in this equation we set x = 3, we obtain 

(39) = -c(.158o16 cos z + .e66625 sin z). 

7e cari now differentiate (38) and with (39) have two equations betzeen 

which we can solve for x and C, for; we cc.n get the values of y03) and 

y_ (3) from the appropriate power series. We find that 

(40)- ,_'()= C ( 2.034405 cos z - .366852 sin z). 

Again recalling the Existence Theorem used in section II, we see 



that with C and z properly chosen, 

(41) ç(3) = y(3) and. C(3) = y(3). 

From the power series for C(x), wo discover that 

Ç(3) = -.329780 and C (3) = 1.429957. 

Te can now use these values and equations (39) and (40) and (41) to ob- 

tain the values of and z. We would have 

and 

(42) .329780 = C(.158016 cos z + .666625 sin z) 

(43) 1.429957 = C(2.034405 coaz - .366852 sin z). 

From 42, 

C = .329780 
.a58016 cos z + .66625 sin z 

so from this fact and (43) we see that 

tan z = .414206. 

Consequently, z = .392693 .124998 ir, and C = .822209. 

After a few simplifications, equation (38) becomes 

(44) u C'e) - - .zos-ö-r L:ì7t49 2.I1921 r- : L ---- 

- 
':-i 

24cTc4 + ---) -----. 2Lc?1) 
(: 

tYui2 _ (-x1- 

If we set 

I - .2o5-or'? I - fL\ (L!j-9- \ I - 
')::' i - ) \ r.- 

and let A = Mcos t, and B = M sin t, we can reduce (44) to 

(45) 

This can be verified by expanding 

coz [(4_ .124998 ) 
_J , 

wher' t = tan' B 

It is clear that (45) vanishes 'vhenx - .124998it-t = K- it, 
2 2 

being any positive iriteer. Then lot us set 
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= K-n-- -i-+ .124998ir + t, 
z T 

(46) x'= ir(K - .375002) + tan' B 

By ordinary division, w'3 find that 

B = .187500 - 384521 + 4.882827 

A XL X' X'° 

If we nor set 

'.f'= 
ir(K - .375002) 

and use Gregory's Series on taIi'B we obtain 
A 

(47) 

-.o4O54 ,4 T27 \Jo -_oo2377 - --- ) 5 

At this Doint, let us ass1e that 

z- - 
(48) - -- 

3 z 
where a, b, c, .....are constants to be deternined. Vie will get from 

(47) an identity involving powers of 1. Since it is an identity we can 

set the coefficients of corresonding pvrers of 1 equal to each other 

and solve for a, b, c, 

In thq process, we find that 

I - I ( - o 

- - :\p T5 
-- - __ b ¶\9.)3 -j:;-- 

Using (47) and (48)andputting the above values into the resulting 

identity, we obtain the following values for a, b, c, 

a = .093750 

b = -. 057128 
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C = .172787 

d = -1.280655 

More of these coefficients of i are not needed here. 
4, 

We can now use (48) and the values of in ternis of K and w to get 

a forniula for x It is 

(49) =K ___ Z (.ç_lSoo)rr (K_7OOW 

with the values of 1 , , ..... put in in decfrial forni, we have fron 
ir iç 

(49) a fairly convenient fomniula for the roots of C(x) as follows: 

(50) 7 - L V7 O _________ 
(K -3OO - 

- 0005(.,S 000LLq- 
(K-7ÒOf - ___ - - - -. 

In an exactly analogous mariner, we cn derive a formula for the 

roots of S (x) bir using 

s2(3) = -.822643 

and S (3) = .534730. 

Since the deteriination of a, b, c, .... did not depend at all on 
z or C, these constants will be the saine ones previously derived. 

The final form of the eqttion analogous to (50) for the roots of 

S(x) is 

(51) 
- 

kir - -4-- o'-f- 
r- .2ooS) 

.00I42- OoO 5- - -- 
L c- U- . 

2oo) 
When using such formulas as (50) and (51), there is naturally the 

question of accuracy. To determine this, we have checked our work in 



three ways: first, by means of the relations to J+(; second, by show- 

ing how closely and &ijcome to equaling zero if and r are 

roots computed from (so) and (51) respectively; and finally, by means 

of the ronskian determinant for C,(x) and S,(x). 

We have previously sho'n following equation (37) that the formulas 

for y and y are accurate to at least four decimals when checked by 

moans of the relations of C(x) and S(x) to 3i.()and3i(.)respectively. 

As computed from (50) the fifteenth root of C1(x) is 

x = 9.58622. 

By means of (36) vie find that 

(9.58622) -.0000045, 

which is correct to at least four places of decimals. 

From (si) we find that the fifteenth root of SL(x) is 

X = 9.66780; 

and from (37) we learn that 

y (.9.66780) = .00000093, 

which is correct to five places of decimals. 

As a third check we will recall that in the proof of Theorem 2 in 

this section we derived from the Wronskian determinant the relation 

(52) C2.S' -S.0 k. 

:;e wish to show first that 

k 1. 

'rom the power series in (26), we observe that 

at x = 0, C= 1, S= 0, CT 0, and S =. 1. 

Then (52) becomes 

(i).(i) - (0).(0) k; 
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therefore k 1. 7e cn nov: say that 

(53) cL.s:. - :1. 

for all v.1ues of x. 

Applying (53) vie find that 

c(3).s:(3) -s,1(3).c(3) i.00000i 

and c2(4).s:.(4) -s(4).c:(4) = .999985. 

In surnrmry, we have shown: first, that as coinpar through the Bes- 

sel functions, the asymptotic fornu1as (36) and (37) represent C(x) and 

S(x) respectively, correctly to at least four places of decimals; sec- 

orid, that the forii.ulas for the roots of C(x) and S,(x) based on yjx) 

and y5(x) are correct to at least four places of decinals; and third, 

that the values of C(3) and C'(3) ---that upon which v'e based both the 

use of the xistence Theorem in getting our asymptotic formulas and the 

derivation of the formulas for the roots of C(x) and Sx)---- are corr- 

ect to five places of decimals. Therefore we may reasonably state that 

our calculations are correct to four places of decimals. This obviously 

does not bar the possibility of an error in the nechanicl calculations 

involved in this study. 

Following is a table of the first seventeen roots of each of Cjx) 

d S(x) to the right of the origin: 

K K1f 
1 2.00480 2.35849 

2 3.2009g 3.43690 

3 4.06398 4.25265 

4 4.77419 4.93585 

5 5.39190 5.53559 

6 5.94588 6.07650 
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7 6.45253 6.57306 

8. 6.92222 7.03546 

9 7.36202 7.46793 

10 7.77701 7.87734 

li 8.10795 6.2G650 

12 8.54676 8.63816 

13 8.90674 8.99448 

14 9.25272 9.33721 

15 9.58622 9.66780 

16 9.90851 9.98746 

-- - 

17 10.22064 10.29720 

C. The graphs of C(x) and Z2(x) 

Lt is hoped that the graphs given on the succeedn sheet will be of 

sorie aid in pointin6 out the facts that: 

(i) There is an infinite nnber of roots of both solutions. 

(2) The ariplitudos decrease as x increases while the slopes in- 

crease as X increases. 

(3) The curves are synnnetrical with respect to the x-axis; and, 

(4) Between consecutive roots of one solution lies one and only 

one root of the other. 

These graphs were platted frora Tables II and III. 
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T1 ORTHOGONALITY PROPEiITY OF TI SOLUTIONS OF (i) 

If w(z) is a solution of 

(i) 

w( k,z) is a solution for 

(54) w" + kz w = O. 

Consider the two following partiu1ar forns of (53): 

(55) w' + kw = O and 

(56) W" + W = O. 

If now we nu1tipy (54) by w, (56) by v and subtract (56)' fron (55)' 

we get 

(57) w w' - w, w + z"(k. k") w, w2 = O. 

But w w' - w w" =d('rvr' - w, w) ; 
dz 

therefore if a and b are such that k and kLc.n be so chosen that k a 

and k,b are roots of , and ka and k2b are roots of w, then 
jL 

(wwT w,w)dz = O. 

Consequently, we see from (57) that 

( - 
It is evident that if m equal any integer and q equal any different 

integer, we have the following expression of the orthogonal relation be 

t':een the non-independent solutions of (i): 

(58) 

If n equals tro and z is real we have 

(59) 
. 

c CL)cLo 
and 

(60) j%() .f({) 
where in both equations inq. 



TI REPRESTATION OF A FUNCTION OF X BY ITh'AflS OF A 

SERIES OF Ç(kx) OR OF S(k,.,x) TERMS 

The basis for this section is the orthoConality relationship just 

derived. We will use (59) and (co) to determine the coefficients of a 

series of C(kx) or of S.(1çx) terms assned to represent f(x). 

A. The representation of a function of x by means of a C(kx) series. 

Let us assie that 

(61) f(x)=a1C(kx)+aC(kx)+ .............. 

If we multiply (co) through by xC,(kx)dx and integrate from a to b, 

we have as a result of (59) 

(62) f 
i 

f 
From (28), (L) i() J () 
therefore, té 

3) 

j () C() - 
3 

) 
i 

3 
ji, 

. 

t, 

c , L 
Turning to Bessel's Functions, we find that 

(1) k 

(64) r s ( [ 
) - 

] - hS 3) ' 

- 

/ 4- \ - 

p'+I 

j,_ 

If we let s = kx , n = -1/4, and use (28) again we see that the right 
2 

hand side of (63) reduces to 

; (65) . 
/ 

Again usi'ig the relation 

z_ 
. s=kx 

we find that (b 

C J " 

' (cc) 
( 

s.J, Sc-S 
J 

Hence, by combining the facts stated in equations (63), (64),,(cs), and 

(66) we learn that 
z 

(67) 

f 

k 

C (4))c _ 
t 

- 

Consequently 
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Since at x = 0, Ç(x) 0, the lower linit in (68) can be taken as 

zero and the orthogonality property still holds. 

so 

If -;re let rdenote a root of c(x), kmust be so chosen that 

kb - 

k= r/ b 

where b is the length of the interval chosen. Then equation (68) with 

a = O gives the coefficients required in (61) for a representation of 

a f(x) by means cf a series of CL(k.,x) terms. 

B. The representation of a function of x by means of a S(1çx) series. 

In a manner exactly analogous to that emplcyd in part A, we assiae 

a series 

(69) f(x) = b,S(kx) + b S (k x) ........ z Z. Z 

Using the relation (29) and proceeding as before, wo finally obtain the 

following: 

(70) L 
L r ' J ) 

which reduces to 

(71) 6 ( xx)fcx) 
L Ç) J (:-)r 

1e can also take the lower limit as zero here since S (o) = O, thus 

preserving the orthogon.ality relation. 

Iii this equation as in (67) it is necessary that 

k- R,Jd 

where Ç,is a root of S(x) and d is the length of interval chosen. 

'.Then the coefficients from (71) aro put into (69), we then have f(x) 
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theoretically represented by a series of S(1çx) terms. 

That the series (61) and (69) converge to the value f(x) follows 

from their relations to similar (s) series which have been shown else 

where to be convergent. The ana1±ica1 proof of their convergence lies 

beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The rts and R's needed to determine that kare given in Table III 

ou-t; as far as the seventeenth root. The length of interval taken would 

depend on f(x) and on the problem involved. 

However, with so little work done on Ç(x) and S2(x) as yet, 
jb 

( . 
L) f %) c 

or (-Lt) Ç x c1' 

would be quite difficult to integrate for most functions of x, or it 

might be practically impossible to integrate either of them. 

It would be interesting to attempt to apply the results of this 

study to physic1 problems involving equations (i) or (25), and to car- 

ry this study farther on that basis, but that lies beyond the limits of 

this thesis. 
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